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Opinion by Heasley, Administrative Trademark Judge: 

Imaginif, Inc. (“Applicant”) seeks registration on the Principal Register of the 

mark KRISMAS (in standard characters) for:  

“Retail toy store services; online retail toy store services; 
retail store services featuring holiday merchandise, 
holiday ornaments, apparel, seasonal gifts, giftware, hats, 
scarves and gloves; online retail store services featuring 
holiday merchandise, holiday ornaments, apparel, 
seasonal gifts, giftware, hats, scarves and gloves” in 
International Class 35; and 

“Live theatrical presentations; entertainment services, 
namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded online 
theatrical presentations; television appearances by an 
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entertainer; photography services; digital imaging 
services; portrait photography; children's theatrical 
services, namely, presentation of live show performances; 
presentation of live show performances directed to 
children; entertainment in the nature of theater 
productions” in International Class 41.1 

The Trademark Examining Attorney has refused registration of Applicant’s mark 

under Section 2(e)(1) of the Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e)(1), on the ground that 

it is merely descriptive of Applicant’s identified services.  

When the refusal was made final, Applicant appealed and requested 

reconsideration. After the Examining Attorney denied the request for 

reconsideration, the appeal was resumed. We affirm the refusal to register. 

I. Analysis 
 

The Lanham Act precludes registration of a term that is merely descriptive of an 

Applicant’s goods. 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e)(1). A mark is merely descriptive “if it 

immediately conveys knowledge of a quality, feature, function, or characteristic of the 

goods or services with which it is used.” In re Chamber of Commerce of the United 

States of America, 675 F.3d 1297, 102 USPQ2d 1217, 1219 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (quoting 

In re Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, 488 F.3d 960, 82 USPQ2d 1828, 1831 (Fed. Cir. 2007)); 

Mini Melts, Inc. v. Reckitt Benckiser LLC, 118 USPQ2d 1464, 1478 (TTAB 2016). 

According to the Examining Attorney, Applicant’s applied-for mark KRISMAS is 

merely descriptive because it is the phonetic equivalent of “Christmas,” and would 

                                            
1  Application Serial No. 86420607 was filed on Oct. 10, 2014, based upon Applicant’s 
allegation of a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce under Section 1(b) of the 
Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1051(b).  
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describe a feature or characteristic of Applicant’s Christmas-themed retail and 

entertainment services.2 Applicant responds that its KRISMAS mark is suggestive, 

rather than descriptive. “Applicant’s mark begins with a completely different letter 

and is missing a silent consonant ‘t’ in the middle of the word,” it observes.3 The 

difference in spelling between KRISMAS and “Christmas” is not merely a 

misspelling, it argues, but is suggestive of the secular nature of Applicant’s services: 

“Applicant provides secular experiences and goods to those not observing the birth of 

Jesus Christ.” Applicant has thereby created an incongruity between ‘Christmas’ and 

KRISMAS….”4  

 But a slight misspelling will not turn a descriptive word into a nondescriptive 

mark. See, e.g., In re Quik-Print Copy Shops, 616 F.2d 523, 205 USPQ 505, 507 n.9 

(CCPA 1980) (QUIK-PRINT held descriptive; “There is no legally significant 

difference here between ‘quik’ and ‘quick’”); In re Carlson, 91 USPQ2d 1198 (TTAB 

2009) (holding “URBANHOUZING” phonetic spelling of “urban” and “housing,” 

merely descriptive of real estate services); 2 MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR 

COMPETITION § 11:31 (4th ed. 2017) (citing Restatement Third, Unfair Competition, 

§ 14, comment a (1995) (“The misspelling or corruption of an otherwise descriptive 

word will not ordinarily alter the descriptive character of the designation.”). 

Applicant’s KRISMAS mark sounds the same as “Christmas,” a term that has both 

                                            
2 Examining Attorney’s brief, 9 TTABVUE 6-7; Jan 27, 2015 Office Action p. 2; July 9, 2015 
Office Action p. 3.  
3 Applicant’s brief p. 9, 7 TTABVUE 10.  
4 Applicant’s brief pp. 5-6, 7 TTABVUE 6-7.  
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religious and secular meanings. Christmas has been defined as: “a Christian holiday 

that is celebrated on December 25 in honor of the birth of Jesus Christ or the period 

of time that comes before and after this holiday.”5 The progression from religious to 

secular holiday is evinced in the Random House Dictionary definition of Christmas: 

“the annual festival of the Christian church commemorating the birth of Jesus: 

celebrated on December 25 and now generally observed as a legal holiday and an 

occasion for exchanging gifts.”6 The word “Krismas” has also found its way into the 

vernacular, defined as “Secular mid-winter holiday celebrating peren[n]ial gift giver 

Kris Kringle, food, family, gaudy decorations, generosity and goodwill. Essentially 

Christmas without the extraneous religious content. Celebrated anytime between the 

winter solstice and new years.”7  

 Applicant argues that it uses the term KRISMAS consistently with these 

definitions. As it states in its appeal brief, “Essentially, Applicant has attempted to 

celebrate the spirit of Christmas as invented by folklore, rather than the Christian 

holiday….”8 Its application describes retail services providing “holiday merchandise, 

holiday ornaments” and “seasonal gifts.”9 Its website describes its entertainment 

services:“[F]or families seeking an innovative holiday activity, Kringle’s 

Inventionasium® delivers a fresh yet timeless interactive experience that honors the 

                                            
5 Merriam-Webster.com, 1/27/2015, Jan. 27, 2015 Office Action p. 4 pdf. 
6 Dictionary.com, 8/17/2016, Aug. 17, 2016 Office Action pp. 4-5 pdf.  
7 UrbanDictionary.com, 7/9/2015, July 9, 2015 Office Action p. 23 pdf.  
8 Applicant’s brief p. 6, 7 TTABVUE 7. 
9 Application Serial No. 86420607 description of services.  
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spirit of Christmas”: 

10 

 Applicant’s website uses KRISMAS interchangeably with “Christmas”: 

                                            
10 MrKringle.com, July 9, 2015 Office Action p. 36 pdf. 
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11 

 On its Facebook page, Applicant advertises “Get ready to experience innovation 

at its merry best at Kringle’s Inventionasium, where we’re restoring the Krismas 

magic!” 

                                            
11 MrKringle.com 7/9/2015, July 9, 2015 Office Action p. 44 pdf.  
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12     

The public responds in kind:  

                                            
12 Facebook.com/MrKringle 7/9/2015, July 9, 2015 Office Action p. 18 pdf.  
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     13 

Thus, Applicant’s own use of the word “KRISMAS” implies that not only it, but 

the public at large would regard the term as descriptive of the Christmastime theme 

                                            
13 Facebook.com/MrKringle 7/9/2015, July 9, 2015 Office Action pp. 8-9 pdf.  
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of its retail and entertainment services. See In re Abcor Development Corp., 588 F.2d 

811, 200 USPQ 215, 218 (CCPA 1978) (“Evidence of the context in which a mark is 

used ... in advertising material … is probative of the reaction of prospective 

purchasers to the mark.”). The terms “Christmas” and KRISMAS are not so 

incongruous that the public cannot readily and immediately use them 

interchangeably. “Descriptive use by the proponent … on similar goods and services 

is relevant evidence of public perception.” 2 MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR 

COMPETITION § 11:20. As the Examining Attorney observes, “Clearly, the 

[A]pplicant’s use refers to the holiday based on the traditional, religious Christmas 

holiday, as well as, offering secular items or services related to this time of year.”14 

 Applicant suggests that if its mark “can be perceived as having other meanings or 

connotations that are not descriptive, the mark is not descriptive….”15 Applicant 

argues that its “goods and services are not entirely clear from the mark, and 

consumers coming into contact with Applicant’s mark will not automatically assume 

or even have any clear idea what Applicant’s goods and services are.”16 It further 

argues that its mark is suggestive because customers must first connect KRISMAS 

                                            
14 Examining Attorney’s brief, 9 TTABVUE 10.  
15 Applicant’s brief p. 10, 7 TTABVUE 11. Applicant suggests, for example, that the element 
KRIS may refer to a Malaysian or Indonesian dagger, and the term MAS may refer to a 
carnival; or KRISMAS may refer to a person, such as Kris Jenner. Id. See Jan. 11, 2016 
Response to Office Action pp. 7-17.  
16 Applicant’s brief p. 7, 7 TTABVUE 8.  
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to a secular notion of the Christmas holiday and second connect it to Applicant’s goods 

and services, “which are not limited to Christmas related goods and services.”17  

 But the determination of whether a mark is merely descriptive must be made in 

“the context in which it is being used, and the possible significance that the term 

would have to the average purchaser of the goods [or services] because of the manner 

of its use or intended use.” Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, 82 USPQ2d at 1831 (citing In re 

Abcor Dev. Corp., 200 USPQ at 218). “[T]he question is not whether someone 

presented with only the mark could guess what the goods or services are. Rather, the 

question is whether someone who knows what the goods or services are will 

immediately understand the mark as directly conveying information about them.” In 

re Carlson, 91 USPQ2d at 1200. Further, the mark “need not recite each feature of 

the relevant goods or services in detail to be descriptive, it need only describe a single 

feature or attribute.” In re Chamber of Commerce, 102 USPQ2d at 1219 (internal 

punctuation omitted) (citing In re Dial-A-Mattress Operating Corp., 240 F.3d 1341, 

57 USPQ2d 1807 (Fed. Cir. 2001)). As the foregoing Internet evidence indicates, the 

relevant consuming public―families with small children―can and do readily 

understand that KRISMAS, as used in context, describes the Christmastime theme 

of Applicant’s goods and services. So the mark is descriptive, even if some of 

Applicant’s goods and services, taken alone, might not evoke that theme, and even if 

the proposed mark, or its elements, might have other meanings in other contexts. See 

In re RiseSmart Inc., 104 USPQ2d 1931,1933 (TTAB 2012) (“the fact that a term may 

                                            
17 Applicant’s brief p. 8, 7 TTABVUE 9. 
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have different meanings in other contexts is not controlling on the question of 

descriptiveness.”); see generally TMEP § 1209.03(e)(Jan. 2017).  

Applicant urges that we apply the three-part test enunciated in No Nonsense 

Fashions, Inc. v. Consol. Foods Corp.,  226 USPQ 502 (TTAB 1985), comprising 

“imagination,” “competitors’ use,” and “competitors’ need.”18 As the Board has made 

clear, though, the three-part No Nonsense test is no longer the standard: 

The three-part test described in No Nonsense Fashions has been 
superseded in the Federal Circuit by the rule that we apply here…. Under 
the current standard, there is no requirement that the Examining Attorney 
prove that others have used the mark at issue or that they need to use it, 
although such proof would be highly relevant to an analysis under Section 
2(e)(1). The correct test is whether the phrase forthwith conveys an 
immediate idea of an ingredient, quality, characteristic, feature, function, 
purpose or use of the goods.  

 
In re Fat Boys Water Sports LLC, 118 USPQ2d 1511, 1514 (TTAB 2016).  
 
 Although it is not required, the Examining Attorney has introduced evidence of 

other retailers using Christmas themes in their marketing, e.g.:  

                                            
18 Applicant’s brief pp. 5-6, 7 TTABVUE 6-7.  
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19 

                  20 

 The Examining Attorney has also submitted advertising for Christmas-themed 

plays: 

                                            
19 ChristmasStoreSmithfield.com, 1/27/2015, Jan 27, 2015 Office Action p. 6. 
20 Bronners.com, 1/27/2015, Jan 27, 2015 Office Action p. 8.  
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                                   21 

 These and other competitors must be free to use the term “Christmas” or its 

phonetic equivalent, KRISMAS, for goods and services that are appropriate to the 

season. See Teleflora Inc. v. Florists Transworld Delivery Ass'n, 217 USPQ 1081 (C.D. 

Cal. 1981) (granting summary judgment cancelling florist’s federal registration for 

EASTER BASKET: “Because the term Easter basket is the common descriptive name 

for a bouquet in a basket for Easter, it cannot be a trademark subject to 

monopolization by FTD under the federal trademark laws or at common law.”) cited 

in In re Johanna Farms, Inc., 222 USPQ 607, 615 (TTAB 1984) and In re Jeno’s Inc., 

222 USPQ 1021, 1024 (TTAB 1984);  2 MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR 

COMPETITION § 12:18. This furthers the purposes of Section 2(e)(1), which are: “(1) to 

                                            
21 PioneerDrama.com/Plays-Christmas 1/27/2017, Jan 27, 2015 Office Action p. 17.  
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prevent the owner of a mark from inhibiting competition in the sale of particular 

goods; and (2) to maintain freedom of the public to use the language involved, thus 

avoiding the possibility of harassing infringement suits by the registrant against 

others who use the mark when advertising or describing their own products.” In re 

Abcor Dev., 200 USPQ at 217.   

 In its request for reconsideration, Applicant provides a TESS listing of 292 active 

federal trademark registrations of marks that incorporate the term “Christmas” and 

do not disclaim “Christmas.”22 However, “the mere submission of a listing from the 

TESS database is insufficient to make the referenced registrations of record.” In re 

Jump Designs, 80 USPQ2d 1370, 1374 (TTAB 2006). Applicant accordingly makes of 

record certain TESS printouts of registrations of marks consisting of or containing 

“Christmas,”23 summarized in the following table: 24 

Reg. No. Word Mark Disclaimer 
4813355 CHRISTMAS NONE
4637513 CHRISTMAS WHISKEY NONE
4077131 MERRY CHRISTMAS NONE
3645894 THE CHRISTMAS COMPANY “COMPANY”
2204701 MR. CHRISTMAS NONE
4569456 CHRISTMAS BOURBON “BOURBON”
4690316 THE CHRISTMAS PIG “PIG” as to Classes 9, 16, 28 and 

41
3887784 CHRISTMAS MILK “MILK”
4077491 CHRISTMAS IN NEW YORK “NEW YORK”
2977445 CHRISTMAS SAGE “SAGE”
1398701 CHRISTMAS CHEDDAR “CHEDDAR”
1942193 CHRISTMAS CASH “CASH”
4372199 MERRY CHRISTMAS HONEY! “HONEY”
4391449 CHRISTMAS TIME SPRUCE “SPRUCE”
4585610 CHRISTMAS DAY DINNER “DINNER”

                                            
22 Aug. 3, 2016 Request for Reconsideration pp. 8-16.  
23 TESS printouts in Aug. 3, 2016 Request for Reconsideration pp. 17-46.  
24 Aug. 3, 2016 Request for Reconsideration p. 5.  
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   However, “it has been consistently held that third-party registrations are not 

conclusive on the question of descriptiveness. Each case must stand on its own merits 

and a mark which is merely descriptive should not be registered merely because other 

such marks appear on the register.” In re Scholastic Testing Svc., Inc., 196 USPQ 517, 

519 (TTAB 1977). See In re Cordua Rests. LP, 823 F.3d 594, 118 USPQ2d 1632, 1635 

(Fed. Cir. 2016) (citing In re Nett Designs, Inc., 236 F.3d 1339, 57 USPQ2d 1564, 1566 

(Fed. Cir. 2001) (“Even if some prior registrations had some characteristics similar to 

Nett Designs' application, the PTO's allowance of such prior registrations does not 

bind the Board or this court.”)). Unlike Applicant’s proposed mark, none of these 

registrations seeks to monopolize “Christmas” per se for Christmas-themed goods and 

services appropriate to the holiday. The only comparable registered mark consisting 

of CHRISTMAS alone, Registration No. 4813355, identifies computer game software 

for gaming machines. As the Examining Attorney notes, all of the other registered 

marks add distinguishing elements rendering them, in context, not descriptive of 

their identified goods or services.25 As in In re Nett Designs, “These prior registrations 

do not conclusively rebut the Board's finding that [the term] is descriptive in the 

context of this mark. As discussed above, the term … may tilt toward suggestiveness 

or descriptiveness depending on context and any other factor affecting public 

perception.”  Id. at 1566.                                                   

 We acknowledge that there is at times a thin line of demarcation between a 

suggestive mark and a merely descriptive one, and that doubt should be resolved in 

                                            
25 Examining Attorney’s brief, 9 TTABVUE 17-19.  
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favor of applicants. In re Fat Boys Water Sports, 118 USPQ2d at 1513. But here, for 

the reasons stated, there is no doubt that Applicant’s mark falls on the merely 

descriptive side of the line. 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e)(1).  

Decision: The refusal to register Applicant’s mark KRISMAS is affirmed. 


